A non contact whole field shape measurement using the grating projection method was performed to visualize formation and dissipation processes of the wrinkling phenomena on thin membranes, and their nonlinear mechanical properties were discussed. The wrinkling phenomena in a rectangular polyimide film, which held fixed at the bottom side and subjected to loadings at the upper side, was treated. The measurement results showed that the nonlinear wrinkling behavior such as the snap through phenomena appeared in the formation and dissipation processes of wrinkles was successfully captured. Through the discussion on the dissipation processes of wrinkling phenomena, the conditions of the applied tensions to reduce the distortion of the membrane surface feature are presented.
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Introduction
A membrane is considered as one of the effective structural components for flexible large space structures such as solar sails, large aperture antennas and sunshields. However, since the membrane has negligible bending stiffness and can carry no compressive stresses, it is easily deformed due to small external forces. Especially, wrinkles and slacks induced by the deformation processes may affect the operational functions of the membrane space structures. Therefore, to establish the membrane structures with wrinkle free design, it is important to clarify the mechanical properties of the formation processes of the wrinkling phenomena in membranes, and to find the condition of the tensile loadings to control the distortion of the membrane surface features with wrinkles.
Currently, a great number of studies on wrinkling phenomena have been reported. In the experimental studies of an early date, the local behavior of the wrinkled membranes have been measured by the non contact displacement sensor, and effects of the tensile and shear loadings on wrinkling features have been discussed 1, 2) . Jenkins et al. also investigated the condition of the tensile and shear loadings for occurrence of wrinkles based on the visual judgment of the photograph 1) . However, to investigate the loading effects on the overall wrinkling behavior quantitatively, the non contact whole field shape measurements with high accuracy should be performed.
To respond the demands, the studies on the non contact whole field shape measurement for membrane structures have received wide attention during the last decades [3] [4] [5] [6] . In these studies, the photogrammetry measurements using circular targets have been focused upon, and effectiveness of these measurements method for the membrane structures has been discussed. However, in the photogrammetry measurement using the targets, the spatial resolution of the surface configuration of the wrinkled membranes is directly affected by the number and size of the targets. This implies that it is difficult to measure the detailed membrane surface feature including small wrinkles, quantitatively.
Recently, the various non contact measurement systems capable of measuring the characteristics of membrane space structures have been reviewed 7) . And, the photogrammetry measurements have also been applied to study the effectiveness of the active flatness control of the membranes structure 8) .
In this paper, in order to investigate the nonlinear mechanical properties of the formation processes of the wrinkling phenomena in detail, the whole field shape measurement using the grating projection method was conducted. Since the grating projection method is able to measure the 3D position coordinates of the object by a pixel to pixel basis, the membrane surface features including small wrinkles can be measured in detail. However, this method cannot measure the strain field of the object due to its measurement characteristics. Accordingly, this work was Pc_92 performed focusing on the measurement of the surface configuration of the membranes with wrinkles and slacks subjected to in-plane loadings.
Firstly, the measurement accuracy of the grating projection method used in our laboratory was investigated. Secondly, the formation and dissipation processes of the wrinkling phenomena in thin membranes were visualized. Through the discussion on the visualized data, the relation of the wrinkle features to the applied loadings was studied. Finally, the condition of the applied tensions to reduce the wrinkle features was discussed to indicate the guidelines for wrinkle free design of the future space structures incorporating membranes.
Outline of Experiment

Grating projection method
The grating projection method is an image analysis method to calculate the 3D position coordinate of the object with high speed and high accuracy by analyzing the phase of the grating patterns projected to the object. The grating pattern is projected by the projector. The image data to analyze the phase are photographed by a digital camera. Unlike the general non contact 3D shape measurement method such an image correlation method, the grating projection method requires only one camera to obtain the 3D position coordinates of the objects. In addition, since the grating projection method provides the 3D position coordinates of the object by a pixel to pixel basis, the spatial resolution becomes higher than the non contact 3D shape measurement method such an image correlation method. In this work, the grating projection method, which uses the two reference planes in the calibration stages, was applied to prevent the lens aberration effects 9) . Figure 1 indicates the outline of the measurement system of the grating projection method used in our work. As shown in the figure, the coordinate and phase of the arbitrary point on the object are represented by    , , , z y x , and those of the two reference planes that are installed on the back and forth of the object are indicated by  
. The x, y axes were set to be the horizontal and vertical direction of the reference plane, and the z axis was set perpendicular to the reference plane. Here, when the coordinate and phase are assumed to be varied linearly from the reference plane to another one, the 3D coordinate of the object installed between the two reference planes can be calculated from the following equations.
From the equations, if the 3D coordinates and phases of the reference planes were preliminary obtained, the 3D coordinate of the object can be calculated from only measuring the phase of the grating patterns projected to the object. In the calculation on the phase, two typical methods have been proposed, namely sampling moiré method 10) and phase-shifting method 11) . Of these two methods, the sampling moiré method is characterized by the high computational efficiency, while the resolution of this method is low compared to the phase-shifting method. In this work, the sampling moiré method was applied for the measurement. This is because this method is suitable for sensing the dynamic responses of the object and is considered to be a scalable method in our future work. Figure 2 indicates the picture of the rectangular polyimide film and the test equipment. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), two acrylic boards were attached at a distance of 0.16m on the upper and bottom edges of the rectangular polyimide film. The two acrylic boards were attached by a dedicated instrument so that the acrylic boards were precisely placed side by side. The width of the rectangular film was set to be 0.30m, and the thickness was 12.5x10 -6 m. In this work, the film surface was preliminary matted to prevent the gloss effects for the measurement. Table 1 lists the parameter of the polyimide film used in the work.
Test equipment
When the polyimide film was mounted on the test equipment, these acrylic boards were clamped by the clamp bars mounted on the test equipment as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The distance of the upper and bottom clamp bars of the test equipment were set to be 0.16m so that the polyimide film has even surface and no stress field. However, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , since it is difficult to set up the distance of these clamp bars strictly, the slack regions appeared in the rectangular polyimide film at the installation stages. On the upper part of the test equipment, two micrometers were attached so that vertical and horizontal displacements can be enforced to the upper clamp bar. Due to these enforced displacements, the tensile and shear loadings were applied to the rectangular polyimide film, and the wrinkling phenomena appeared. In this work, these wrinkling phenomena were measured by the grating projection method. Figure 3 indicates the picture and the detailed layout of the measurement system. A digital camera and a projector were attached to the measurement jig, and they were placed 0.30m away from each other. This measurement jig was installed on a single-axis spindle stage, which can be moved back and forth with positioning accuracy ±15x10 -6 m. The measurement jig was installed in front of the test equipment at a distance of 1.0 m. Outline of the measurement equipment was listed in Table. 2. 
Measurement system
Preliminary experiment
In order to evaluate the measurement accuracy of the grating projection method used in this work, the preliminary measurement was performed. Figure 4 shows the measurement situation of the mat polyimide film. In this experiment, a tensile loading was firstly applied by enforcing the vertical displacement to the upper clamp bar until the film was taut. Then, 3D position coordinate of the membrane surface was measured by the grating projection method. This measurement was performed four times with changing the distance between the membrane and the measurement jig. This distance was adjusted by the movement of the measurement jig, which was controlled by the single-axis spindle stage. The travel distance of the measurement jig due to the single-axis spindle stage, which was shown in Fig. 3(b) , is listed in Table 3 . This value has an uncertainty relating to the positioning accuracy ±15x10 -6 m of the single axis spindle stage.
The measurement accuracy of the grating projection method was discussed in the following section by comparing the travel distance of the measurement jig to that calculated from the 3D position coordinates of the membranes measured by the grating projection method. Figure 5 indicates the measurement results of the mat polyimide film in the initial measurement (Number of Movement: 1 in Table 3 ). Figure 5 (a) indicates the z position coordinate of the film by the contours, and Fig. 5(b) indicates the cross sectional shape of the membranes, which was shown in the dotted line in Fig. 5(a) . From the figures, measurement results on the z position coordinate were different by location and varied on each pixel, although the film was tauten. It is considered that these results occurred due to the gross effects of the membrane surface, which cannot be perfectly removed by the matting. Table 4 lists the measurement results. In this table, "Travel Distance" indicates the movement of the measurement jig due to the single spindle stage, which was listed in Table 3 . "Measured Average Distance" represents the distance calculated from the z position coordinates of the membranes measured by the grating projection method. In the grating projection method, since the z position coordinate was measured on a pixel to pixel basis and varied by location as stated above, the average and standard deviation of the measured z position coordinates were calculated by using the data within the rectangular regions as shown in Fig.  5 . The rectangular region used in the calculation was selected so that the measurement results indicating the shape of the micrometers, upper and bottom clamp bars were excluded. The number of pixels in the rectangular regions was 140021. Accordingly, "Measured Average Distance" was derived from the calculated average values on the z position coordinates of the membranes. "Standard Deviation" in Tab. 4 is the calculation results of the measured z position coordinate stated above, and indicates the measurement variation. "Measurement Errors" listed in Tab. 4 indicates the differences between the values in "Travel Distance" and "Measured Average Distance".
Measurement accuracy
From the results on "Measurement Errors", it turned out that the z position coordinates of the mat polyimide film can be measured by the grating projection method with about 0.130x10 -3 m accuracy. Incidentally, the 95% confidence interval for "Measured Average Distance" can be calculated from the following equation. 
Results and Discussion
Experiment cases
The nonlinear mechanical properties of the wrinkling phenomena and the condition of the applied tensions to control the wrinkling phenomena in the membranes were discussed. Table 5 indicates the experiment cases performed in this work.
In Cases 1 and 2, the enforced horizontal and upward vertical displacements, which were applied to the upper clamp bar, were set to be the same, while the loading sequences were reverse. These two cases were conducted to investigate the effects of the loading sequences on the formation and dissipation processes of the wrinkling phenomena in the membranes. In Cases 3 and 4, the loading sequences were set to be the same, while the enforced displacements were different. These two cases were carried out to study the condition of the tensile loading to remove the wrinkling phenomena in the membranes.
In all cases, the enforced horizontal and upward vertical displacements were applied by 0.1x10 -3 m step, and the surface configurations of the membranes were measured at each step. Figures 6 and 7 show the shape measurement results on wrinkled membranes in Cases 1 and 2, respectively. These results indicate the formation and dissipation processes of the wrinkles and slacks in the membrane subjected to different loading sequences. The surface configuration of the wrinkled membranes at each step was successfully measured except the dotted circle area. It is considered that the disturbances observed in these areas were caused by the gross effects of the membrane surface and due to the phase calculation method based on the sampling moiré method used in this work. Figure 8 indicates the comparison on the formation and dissipation processes of the wrinkles and slacks focusing on the cross-sectional deformations in Cases 1 and 2. This comparison was performed in order to investigate the effects of the loadings sequences on the final surface configuration of the wrinkled membranes from the view points of the formation and dissipation processes of the wrinkles and slacks. In Case1, when the horizontal displacement was applied, slacks in the right side region observed in the initial state were firstly moving forward (Steps2-3), and single wrinkle occurs in the middle regions (Step 4). Then, several wrinkles formed as the horizontal displacement was increased (Steps5-6). After that, as the enforced vertical displacement increases (Steps7-11), the amplitude of wrinkles becomes small with the occurrence of the snap through phenomena. Due to the phenomena, the overall wrinkle features change (Steps7-8) and novel wrinkles appear around the previous wrinkles (dotted circle areas in Steps8-11). On the other hand, in Case 2, when the vertical displacement applied to the membranes increases (Steps1-6), the slacks in the both right and left side regions in the initial state only diminishes, and wrinkles did not occur. After that, by applying the enforced horizontal displacement (Steps7-11), several wrinkles appeared.
Formation and dissipation processes of wrinkles
Comparing the results of Case 1 with Case 2, it was clear that the formation processes of wrinkles were significantly affected by the loading sequences. However, focusing on the final state of the wrinkled membrane features (Step11), the results of the two cases were in good agreement. And this agreement occurred when the final enforced displacement was applied (Steps10-11). These results indicate that the final wrinkled membrane features were not affected by the differences of the loading sequences, while the formation processes were affected. In our previous studies, however, it is pointed out that the dependency of the final membrane surface features on the loading sequences may appear 12) , and the result stated above does not always happen. It is considered that these differences occur due to the effects of the initial condition of the membranes such as initial shape and initial stress fields. Figure 8 also shows that the wrinkling phenomena in the membranes occur due to shear loadings, and due to tensile loadings, the amplitude of the wrinkles becomes small. This implies that the tensile loadings are one of the simplified factors to control the wrinkled membrane features. Accordingly, the condition of the upward vertical displacement to reduce the wrinkling phenomena was discussed in the following section.
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Tension condition to control wrinkles
Focusing on the dissipation processes of the wrinkling phenomena in the membranes, the condition of the applied tension to reduce the wrinkling phenomena was investigated. Figures 9 and 10 indicate the measurement results of wrinkled membranes in Cases 3 and 4, respectively. These figures show the dissipation processes of the wrinkling phenomena in the membranes when the enforced vertical displacement was applied. Namely, the results in Step 1 in these figures correspond to the surface configurations of the wrinkled membranes after the enforced horizontal displacement was fully applied. From the figure, the amplitude of the wrinkles becomes small, and finally diminishes due to the upward vertical displacement.
To investigate the dissipation processes of the wrinkling phenomena quantitatively, the RMS value of the out-of-plane deformation of the membrane surface was calculated for representing the distortion of the wrinkled membrane surface. And its variation in the dissipation processes of the wrinkling phenomena is discussed. Since the grating projection method provides the 3D position coordinate by a pixel to pixel basis, the RMS value can be obtained directly from the measured pixel data. The wrinkled region used in the calculation is shown in Fig. 11 . This region is selected so that the slack regions were excluded. The size of the region is 0.16m x 0.15m, and the number of the pixels in the rectangular region was 108160.
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Step 11 (dv=1.0x10 -3 m) Fig. 10 . Whole field shape measurement results in Case 4. Figure 12 indicate the relationship between the distortion of the membrane surface features and the applied vertical displacement. From the figure, it turns out that the distortion of the membrane surface features in both cases monotonically decreases, and approaches asymptotically to the final value. This final value was about 0.30x10 -3 m, and does not vanish perfectly even considering the measurement variation (roughly 0.130x10 -3 m) listed in Table 5 . This result indicates that the distortion of the membrane surface features cannot be removed perfectly with the tension loadings. Figure 13 indicate the normalized expression of Fig. 12 . In the abscissa, the enforced vertical displacement was normalized by the final enforced horizontal displacement applied to the membranes. This normalized displacement used in the abscissa physically represents the conclusive geometrical position relation of the boundary movement regarding the vertical and horizontal direction. If a linear strain relation was assumed, the normalized displacement was equivalent to the ratio of the normal strain to shear strain.
In the ordinate, the distortion of the membrane surface features is normalized by its initial value, namely reduction rate. This figure shows that the final asymptotic values in both cases became roughly 0.2. Therefore, the controllable range of the distortion of the membrane surface features with the tension loadings is about 80% reduction from the initial states in the treated models here. By using the results shown in this figure, the geometrical relation of the boundary movement, which is necessary to control the distortion of the membrane surface features, can be simply estimated. For example, when the 50% reduction of the distortion from the current states is considered, the same movement as the horizontal displacement currently applied is necessary. It is considered that these relations are useful for the estimation of the tension loadings to keep mirror accuracy of the membranes within the predetermined value. For example, when the horizontal displacement in the boundary is preliminary obtained as a clearance, backlash and play in the design, the necessary tension loadings can be easily estimated from the figure.
However, reliable reduction curves such as a regression curve have not been obtained yet, since the number of the experiment cases is not sufficient at the present time. To provide more useful data, much more experiments are necessary, and the statistical investigations on these reduction curves have to be conducted.
Conclusions
A non contact whole field shape measurement with the grating projection method was applied to visualize formation and dissipation processes of the wrinkling phenomena on thin membranes, and the nonlinear mechanical properties of wrinkling phenomena were discussed. The conclusions obtained in this work were summarized below.
(1) The measurement accuracy of the grating projection method with the sampling moiré method used in this work is about 0.130x10 -3 m for the measurement of a rectangular mat polyimide film of 0.30m x 0.16m.
(2) The formation and dissipation processes of wrinkling phenomena in membranes were quantitatively visualized, and the nonlinear membrane behavior including snap through phenomena of wrinkles was successfully captured.
(3) The distortion of the membrane surface features cannot be removed perfectly with the tension loadings, and the controllable range of the distortion with the tension loadings becomes about 80% reduction from the initial state in the cases treated here.
(4) The geometrical relation regarding to the boundary movement, which was necessary to control the distortion of the membrane surface feature, was experimentally presented. For example, in the model treated here, if the 50% reduction of the distortion from the current states is required, the same vertical movement as the horizontal displacement currently applied is necessary.
